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Abstract
The recent progress in nanocomposites and nanomaterials is varied and occupies
various fields. Nanocomposites can be prepared with a variety of special physical,
thermal, and other unique properties. On the other hand, self-assembly technique is
playing an important role in preparing well-defined multilevel nanostructures and
the functionalized surface with the designed and controlled properties. In this chapter,
various kinds of nanocomposites including gold nanoparticles, inorganic-organic
hybrid composites, graphene oxide nanocomposites, and supramolecular gels via
functionalized imide amphiphiles/binary mixtures have all been investigated and
analyzed. We summarize main research contributions in recent years in three sections:
preparation and self-assembly of some functionalized hybrid nanostructures;
preparation and self-assembly of some graphene oxide nanocomposites; preparation
and self-assembly of supramolecular gels based on some functionalized imide
amphiphiles/binary mixtures. The above work may give the potential perspective for
the design and fabrication of nanomaterials and composites. New nanocomposites
and nanomaterials are emerging as sensitive study platforms based on unique optical
and electrical properties. Future research on preparation of nanocomposites and
nanomaterials will depend on the less-expensive processes in order to produce low-
cost nanomaterials and devices.
Keywords: nanocomposites, nanomaterials, self-assembly, nanostructures, proper‐
ties
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1. Introduction
The recent progress in nanocomposites and nanomaterials is varied and occupies various fields
[1–5]. Nanocomposites can be prepared with a variety of special physical, thermal, and other
unique properties. They have better properties than conventional microscale composites and
can be synthesized using simple and inexpensive techniques. Now, in a broad sense the word
“composite” means “made of two or more different parts” or “a composite is a combination
of two or more different materials that are mixed in an effort to blend the best properties of
both”. A composite material consists of an assemblage of two materials of different natures
completing and allowing us to obtain a material of which the set of performance characteristics
is greater than that of the components taken separately. Mostly, composite material consists
of one or more discontinuous phases distributed in one continuous phase. Hybrid components
are that which are with several discontinuous phases of different natures. Discontinuous phase
is usually harder and with superior mechanical properties than continuous phase. Nanoma‐
terials and nanocomposites often have unique properties that could enable composite mate‐
rials with multiple unique properties simultaneously; however, it is often challenging to
achieve these properties in large-scale nanocomposite materials. Furthermore, it is important
that nanomaterials have desirable properties that cannot be achieved through use of conven‐
tional chemicals and materials. To assess the potential value of nanocomposites, it is important
to determine which nanomaterials can be effectively integrated into nanocomposites and what
new or improved properties are enabled by this. Thus, models of the interactions within the
nanocomposites are needed to enable development of effective rules of mixtures. This may
require a combination of numerical modeling, characterization, and informatics to enable this
nanocomposite with properties by design capability.
On the other hand, self-assembly technique is playing an important role in preparing well-
defined multilevel nanostructures and the functionalized surface with the designed and
controlled properties [6–8]. Unlike the conventional self-assemblies of amphiphilic com‐
pounds at various interfaces or in the bulk, the self-assembly process of the various nanopar‐
ticles, colloidal microspheres, metallo-supramolecular systems, inorganic-organic hybrids,
and supramolecular nanostructures exhibits unusual advantages, especially in fabricating
complicated nanomaterials and nanocomposites. The addition of nanocomposites to self-
assembly has enabled new properties for the composite material, but results are highly
dependent on the organized arrangement of the nanocomposites and the processing used. It
is important to determine whether nanomaterials could be integrated into nanocomposites to
enable multiple desirable properties required for a given application.
In our recent research, some functionalized nanocomposites and nanomaterials have been
prepared and investigated. In addition, some of the analytical methods, theoretical treatments,
and synthetic tools, which are being applied in the area of self-assembly and supramolecular
chemistry, will be highlighted. In this chapter, we summarize our main research contributions
in recent years in three sections: (1) preparation and self-assembly of some functionalized
hybrid nanostructures; (2) preparation and self-assembly of some graphene oxide nanocom‐
posites; (3) preparation and self-assembly of supramolecular gels based on some functional‐
ized imide amphiphiles / binary mixtures.
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2. Preparation and self-assembly of some functionalized hybrid
nanostructures
In recent years, as a kind of important materials in nanoscience and nanotechnology, gold
nanoparticles have been studied most [9–11]. As reported in previous literatures, many
methods [12–14] and various kinds of capping agents [15–18] have been investigated to prepare
functionalized gold nanoparticles with designed and tailored properties. The capacity to
regulate size, shape, and surface functionalized groups to create certain surface properties as
well as to manipulate the colloid stability of nanoparticle dispersions are important factors
related to their practical applications [19–21]. On the other hand, since the self-assembled
nanostructures are very sensitive to and dependent on the molecular skeletons in amphiphile
compounds, the design and synthesis of amphiphilic molecules are of utmost importance. In
this part, we have demonstrated some examples of such systems including preparation of gold
nanoparticles by a series of amphiphiles with hydrophilic ethyleneamine spacers and aromatic
headgroups at liquid–liquid interface. Interestingly, it was found that different gold nano‐
structures were obtained due to different substituted headgroups. The photocatalytic prop‐
erties of as-made gold nanoparticles on the degradation of methyl orange were also
investigated. At the same time, some amorphous nanocomposites were fabricated using
chemical precipitation methods. All the results rendered us to believe that these nanocompo‐
sites are promising adsorbents for enhanced phosphate removal from contaminated waters.
Based on the research background, some gold nanoparticles were synthesized via a series of
bolaform amphiphiles with hydrophilic ethyleneamine spacers and aromatic headgroups at a
liquid–liquid interface [22]. By stirring the aqueous AuCl4− ions solution with the chloroform
solution of used Schiff base compounds, AuCl4− ions were transferred into the chloroform
phase and reduced to gold nanoparticles. Various gold nanoparticles and nanostructures have
been gained depending on the different molecular skeletons and spacers, headgroups of
bolaform Schiff base compounds, and the molar ratios of compounds to AuCl4− ions. Morpho‐
logical and spectral investigations suggested that used bolaform Schiff base compounds could
act as both capping and reducing agents. For example, the selected-area electron diffraction
(SAED) was done on a single nanostructure on a copper grid, as shown in Figure 1. From the
SAED patterns, as for the gold nanostructures generated by NpN1 and NpN2 with amphiphile
to chloroaurate ion ratio of 1:2, strong electron diffraction patterns were dominated, indicating
the crystalline nature of these nanostructures. In addition, the photocatalytic properties of as-
prepared gold nanoparticles on the degradation of dye (methyl orange as example) were
investigated, demonstrating the effect of substituted groups and molecular skeletons in the
compounds on the sizes of as-prepared gold nanoparticles and subsequent catalytic behaviors.
The present research results indicated that gold nanostructures could be prepared and
designed by bolaform Schiff base compounds and could be well regulated by changing various
substituted skeletons and groups (headgroups and spacers).
In addition, some other gold nanoparticles were synthesized by two bolaform cholesteryl
imide derivatives with different lengths of ethyleneamine spacers at a liquid–liquid interface
[23]. Spectral and morphological measurements indicated that both bolaform amphiphiles
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could serve as both capping and reducing agents. Different gold nanostructures could be
obtained depending on the different spacers and the molar ratios of amphiphile to AuCl4– ions.
In order to investigate the gold nanostructures, the chloroform solution was cast onto copper
grid for TEM measurement, as shown in Figure 2. Two main results were obviously observed.
One was the particle size distribution of gold nanostructures that changed distinctly depend‐
ing on the different spacers in two bolaform amphiphiles. Another was the effect of molar ratio
of the amphiphiles to AuCl4– ions on the generation of gold nanostructures. In addition, we
also researched the effect of molar ratio of the amphiphiles to AuCl4– ions on the creation of
gold nanostructures. The experimental results showed that, with the increase of molar ratio of
the compounds to AuCl4– ions from 2:1 to 1:2, different kinds of shapes and nanostructures
were gained, including hexagonal, polygon nanoparticles and nanoplates with larger size,
respectively. The obtained data demonstrated excess bolaform amide compounds could
significantly increase the reducing ability, and the rapid reduction usually produced larger
nanostructures and nanoparticles. In addition, the photocatalytic performances of as-prepared
gold nanostructures on the degradation of dye (methyl orange as example) demonstrated that
the spacers in the compounds skeletons indeed played an important role in regulating the sizes
of obtained gold nanoparticles and subsequently changing relative catalytic behaviors. The
Figure 1. TEM images of gold nanoparticles using NpN1 and NpN2 with different amphiphile to chloroaurate ion ra‐
tio of 2:1 (a and e), 1:1 (b and f) and 1:2 (c and g) after 35 h, respectively. (d and h) SAED pattern and (c′ and g′) EDXS
taken on the gold nanoparticle shown in (c and g), respectively. The Cu peaks originate from the TEM grid. (a′ and e′)
Particle size distribution histograms of gold nanoparticles from TEM images (a and e), respectively.
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obtained research results would provide an exploratory investigation about the design and
preparation of gold nanostructures by utilizing bolaform compounds with different skeletons
and spacers.
Figure 2. TEM images of gold nanoparticles using CH-N1 and CH-N2 with different amphiphile to chloroaurate ion
ratio of 2:1 (a, d), 1:1 (b, e), and 1:2 (c, f) after 35 h, respectively. (c′, f′) EDXS were taken on the gold nanoparticle
shown in (c and f), respectively. The Cu peaks originate from the TEM grid. (a′, d′) Particle size distribution histo‐
grams of gold nanoparticles from TEM images (a, d), respectively.
Moreover, composites of the nano-sized perovskite-type oxide of LaMnO3 and multi-walled
carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) were synthesized in a single step using the sol–gel method [24].
Their photocatalytic activities for the degradation of various water-soluble dyes under visible
light were evaluated. The prepared samples were characterized by thermogravimetry analysis,
scanning electron microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction, photolu‐
minescence spectroscopy, and UV–vis diffused spectroscopy. Results showed that LaMnO3
nanoparticles grew on the surface of MWCNTs with a grain size of around 20 nm. Photoca‐
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talysis measurements revealed that the LaMnO3/MWCNT nanocomposites had greater
photocatalytic activities than pure LaMnO3 nanoparticles, and the mass percentage of
MWCNTs showed that 9.4% possessed the highest photocatalytic activity. These results can
serve as a foundation for further research on developing MWCNTs-hybridized materials and
improving the photocatalytic activity of the perovskite-type structure photocatalyst.
Figure 3. SEM images of (a) neat Artemia egg shell and (b) the shell–TiO2 composite material.
In another research system, some Artemia egg shell with asymptotic reduction pores (diam‐
eter: 500–2500 nm, shown in Figure 3) can be used as the carrier for nanocomposite materials
[25]. The nanocomposite materials, Artemia egg shell-supported TiO2, were in polycrystalline-
like nanostructures and can be used for high-efficiency formaldehyde removal under visible
light. Our results would suggest that iron, as one of the shell’s natural components, should be
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associated with the photocatalytic performance of shell–TiO2 composites. Due to their
interesting absorption and formaldehyde removal qualities, Artemia egg shell, as a novel
naturally porous carrier for nanocomposite materials preparation, especially in the prepara‐
tion of nanocatalysts, is worthy of further study.
In addition, a new hybrid nanocomposite was prepared by encapsulating ZrO2 nanoparticles
into spherical polystyrene beads (MPS) covalently linked with charged sulfonate groups
(−SO3–) [26]. The obtained adsorbent material, Zr–MPS, demonstrated more preferential
sorption performance toward Pb(II) than the simple equivalent mixture of MPS and ZrO2. Such
experimental data might be assigned to the hybrid of sulfonate groups in polymeric host
spheres, which could increase nano-ZrO2 dispersion and Pb(II) diffusion performances. In
order to investigate the effect of surface functionalized groups, we composite nano-ZrO2 with
another two macroporous polystyrene host materials with different surface groups (i.e.,
−N(CH3)3+/–CH2Cl, respectively) and a conventional activated carbon, as shown in Figure 4.
The three obtained nanocomposites were abbreviated as Zr–MPN, Zr–MPC, and Zr–GAC. The
presence of −SO3– and −N(CH3)3+ was more favorable for nano-ZrO2 dispersion than the neutral
−CH2Cl, resulting in the sequence of sorption capacities as Zr–MPS > Zr–MPN > Zr–GAC >
Zr–MPC. Present study suggests that charged groups in the host resins improve the dispersion
of embedded nanoparticles and enhance the reactivity and capacity for sorption of metal ions.
In addition, selection of suitable surface groups is also a key factor related to the sorption
kinetic enhancement and sorption performance for application.
Figure 4. Schematic illustration of the role of charged sulfonate groups of polymeric host on the properties of Zr−MPS
toward Pb(II) retention (−CH2Cl was involved for comparison purpose).
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In another study, amorphous zirconium phosphate (ZrP) was prepared and the increased
sorption performances toward anion-phosphate were investigated [27]. The uptake of
phosphate onto ZrP was measured, and the common used anion-exchange resin (D201) and
zirconium dioxide particles were introduced for references with coexistence of common
anions, the results indicated that both ZrP and ZrO2 exhibited more favorable sorption
performances than D-201, which might be ascribed to the information of inner-sphere complex.
Characterizations of ZrP particles were shown in Figure 5. Moreover, the exhausted ZrP
particles were amenable to efficient regeneration by alkaline solution for repeated use. All the
results rendered us to believe that ZrP is a promising adsorbent for enhanced phosphate
removal from contaminated waters.
In addition, nano-ZrP supported by macroporous polystyrene beads with quaternary ammo‐
nium groups modification is fabricated based on Donnan membrane principles for efficient
fluoride ion removal in waters [28]. The as-obtained materials exhibited favorable removal of
fluoride ions from aqueous solution in the presence of common anions (SO42−/NO3−/Cl−) at high
contents. Such satisfactory performances might be ascribed to the structural design of nano‐
composite. Characterizations of the nanocomposite ZrP-MPN were shown in Figure 6. The
CH2N+(CH3)3Cl groups enhance sorption diffusion and preconcentration in sorbent phase
Figure 5. Characterization of ZrP particles (a) SEM of ZrP; (b) ZrP particles size distributions by DLS analysis; (c) XRD
analysis of ZrP; (d) TGA curve of ZrP.
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theoretically based on Donnan membrane principle. And the embedded ZrP nanoparticles also
devote to the efficient adsorption capacities due to its size-dependent specific properties. Thus,
ZrP-MPN was a promising material for fluoride retention in waters.
Figure 6. Morphological characterization of the obtained nanocomposites. SEM of (a) spherical bead Zr-MPN, (b) inner
surfaces within the host material MPN, (c) inner surfaces within Zr-MPN, AFM 3D analysis onto the inner surface of
MPN (d) and ZrP-MPN (e), (f) cross-section Zr distribution of ZrP-MPN by SEM–EDS, (g) TEM of Zr-MPS, (h) the en‐
capsulated ZrP nanoparticle size distribution, (i) XRD spectrum of ZrP-MPN. (d′) AFM line profile analysis of MPN; (e
′) AFM line profile analysis of ZrP-MPN.
Recently, we present a new strategy for a one-step preparation of macroscopic peptide–
inorganic hybrid supramolecular films with functionality [29]. The strategy is closely associ‐
ated with supramolecular interactions of self-assembled starting materials. A mechanism
regarding the morphological transition from hybrid nanospheres to visible macroscopic films
is proposed, as shown in Figure 7. Firstly, cationic dipeptides and POM anions interact in bulk
solution and form PECs as the basic building units mainly through electrostatic attraction.
Subsequently, the preformed PECs further stack to form supramolecular networks through
hydrophobic interactions, van der Waals forces, and aromatic stacking, finally leading to the
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assembly of hybrid nanospheres in water. Depending on the NIR light irradiation, the
morphological transition occurs from hybrid nanospheres to visible macroscopic films through
a process involving disassembly in the aqueous solution and reorganization at air–water
interfaces. Significantly, PECs as basic building blocks remain in the case of the film. The
method presented in this study could be extended for preparation of macroscopic films
involving weak intermolecular interactions suffering from environmental variations such as
temperature and pH, etc.
Figure 7. Schematic illustration of the formation of macroscale functional supramolecular films supported onto a solid
substrate: hybrid nanospheres are initially self-assembled in aqueous solution mainly by strong electrostatic attraction
of cationic dipeptide and polyanions; Structural transformation of a nanosphere solution into the macroscopic film oc‐
curs by photothermal treatment, presumably due to photothermally triggered disassembly, and interfacial enrichment
and reorganization of PECs.
3. Preparation and self-assembly of some graphene oxide nanocomposites
Graphene, a single layer of sp2-bonded carbon atoms, is now promising for enhancing
photocatalytic activity because of its excellent adsorption capacity, high chemical stability, and
large specific surface area [30]. Thus, compounding graphene with semiconductor photoca‐
talysts to develop novel nanocomposites with enhanced photocatalytic performance has
received increasing attention. Ullah and coworkers reported that Pt-graphene/TiO2 nanocom‐
posites were prepared by facile and fast microwave-assisted method and the photocatalytic
activities were investigated by the degradation of rhodamine B (Rh.B) as a standard dye [31].
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Bai et al. developed ZnWO4/graphene hybrid (GZW-X) photocatalysts by an easy in situ
reduction of graphene oxide and ZnWO4 in water and high efficiency for the degradation of
methylene blue under both UV and visible light [32]. Sun and coworkers prepared
ZnFe2O4/ZnO nanocomposites immobilized on different content of graphene on the basis of
an ultrasound-aided solution method [33]. The molar ratio of ZnFe2O4 to ZnO and the content
of graphene could be controlled by adjusting the amount of zinc salts and graphene oxide
dispersions. Xu et al. obtained reduced graphene oxide/Bi2WO6 (RGO–Bi2WO6) composite
photocatalysts, and an enhancement in photocatalytic activities were observed in RGO–
Bi2WO6 composites compared with pure Bi2WO6 [34]. To enhance the photocatalytic activity,
efforts have been exerted to load photocatalysts on the structure of graphene [35–38]. In this
part, we have demonstrated some examples of research systems including preparation of
magnetite/reduced graphene oxide (MRGO) nanocomposites for removal of dye pollutants,
as well as metal oxides–graphene composite for photocatalyst. These works not only provided
important inspirations for developing graphene-hybridized materials but also opened new
possibilities to improve the photocatalytic activity of photocatalyst.
Firstly, LaMnO3-graphene nanocomposite photocatalysts were synthesized by a sol–gel
method for the first time [39]. Pure LaMnO3 perovskite phase was successfully anchored on
the surface of graphene sheets and had good dispersion behavior, as shown in Figure 8. The
photocatalytic activity of the LaMnO3–graphene composite was higher than that of the pristine
LaMnO3. The enhancement of UV–vis photocatalytic light activity can be attributed to the high
separation efficiency of photo-induced electron−hole pairs resulting from the excellent
conductivity of graphene in LaMnO3–graphene and the large surface contact between gra‐
phene and LaMnO3, which can promote the adsorption of organic dyes and improve the
transfer efficiency of the photocatalytic process. This work not only provided important
inspirations for developing graphene-hybridized materials but also opened new possibilities
to improve the photocatalytic activity of perovskite photocatalyst.
In another research work, La1-xSrxMnO3/graphene thin films were obtained using sol–gel and
spin-coating methods on glass substrates [40]. A combination of chemical bonds between the
thin films and substrates was achieved using a silane coupling agent (APTES), illustrated in
Figure 9. In this method, the sol particles were adsorbed on the graphene surface by electro‐
static adsorption in aging stage. The subsequent calcination process made the LaMnO3
particles grow and crystallize on the graphene surface. The structure, grain size, and mor‐
phology were characterized by spectral and morphological methods. Results show that
perovskite nanoparticles grew on graphene, and the size of the grain was about 40 nm. In the
process of acid red 3GN photodegradation, LaMnO3/graphene thin film had sound stability
and better photocatalytic ability than LaMnO3 thin film. Graphene accelerated the adsorption
of the dye, which inhibited the reunion of light-induced e−–h+, and improved the photocatalytic
efficiency. A red shift of the absorption edge, which enhanced the photocatalytic performance
of the LaMnO3/graphene thin film, was achieved by doping Sr. When x = 0.1, the decoloration
rate reached 94.52%, and the TOC concentration of acid red 3GN was only 0.36 mg/L after
illumination for 4 h.
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Figure 8. (a) AFM image of the as-synthesized graphene; (b) SEM image of graphene; (c, d, e) SEM, HRTEM and SAED
images of LaMnO3-graphene composites.
In addition, a novel photocatalyst of LaMn1–xCoxO3/graphene composites had been synthesized
by sol–gel process assisted with chelating effect of citric acid [41]. It was found that LaMnO3
perovskite phase was successfully processed which anchored on the surface of graphene
sheets, and doping Co did not change the perovskite structure. The UV–vis photocatalytic
activity of the photocatalysts was evaluated by the degradation of diamine green B. In the
photodegradation of diamine green B, after graphene was introduced to LaMnO3 as a photo‐
catalytic, it can accelerate the adsorption of the dye, while doping Co enhances the photoca‐
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talytic performance of LaMnO3/graphene composites and LaMn0.85Co0.15O3/graphene
composite has the best catalytic activity. The charge transfer mechanism that occurs in the
LaMnO3/graphene composite during photocatalytic process is shown in Figure 10. Diamine
green B molecules could transfer from the solution to the composites' surface and be adsorbed
with offset face-to-face orientation via π–π conjugation between diamine green B and aromatic
regions of the graphene; therefore, due to its giant π-conjugation system and two-dimensional
planar structure, the adsorptivity of dyes improved compared to the bare LaMnO3. Due to
these holes and electron transfers, charge recombination is suppressed in LaMnO3/graphene
composite and hence largely enhances the efficiency of photocatalytic properties.
Moreover, some graphene-based LaNiO3 composite films were also prepared by using sol–gel
method and spin coating technique on glass substrate [42]. The composite films were charac‐
terized by various techniques. The experimental data demonstrated that the size of LaNiO3
crystalline grains is about 20 nm with uniform growth in graphene sheet. The photocatalytic
performance of films had been investigated by degradation of Acid red A as an example.
Comparing with LaNiO3 films, the LaNiO3/graphene composite films indicated better photo‐
catalysis properties. When the content of graphene is changed as about 4%, the photocatalytic
efficiency of the LaNiO3/graphene composite films is double of the LaNiO3 films.
Figure 9. Preparation flow chart of the LaMnO3/graphene thin film on glass substrate.
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In another system, La1-xCaxMnO3 perovskite–graphene composites are synthesized as catalysts
for Zn–air cell cathodes [43]. The results indicated that perovskite phase adhered on the surface
of graphene sheets, and adding graphene significantly improved the electrochemical per‐
formance of LaMnO3. FE-SEM analyses were carried out to observe the morphology of the as-
synthesized material, as shown in Figure 11. The as-prepared graphene have gauze-shaped
wrinkles and folds structure, which may be caused by oxygenic functional group and the
resultant defects during the preparation of graphene oxide. As catalyst of air electrode, its
porous structure could greatly increase the three-phase region, thereby improving the mass
transfer process. The voltage plateau was superior when the ratio of graphene was 10 wt%. Ca
doping not only maintained the perovskite structure but also significantly improved the
electrocatalytic activity for the ORR, and La0.6Ca0.4MnO3–graphene exhibited the best catalytic
activity. The electron transfer number of La0.6Ca0.4MnO3–graphene was 3.6, which was
calculated from the RRDE measurement result. This finding indicated that the sample
exhibited considerable catalytic activity for the ORR. These results indicate that the
La1−xCaxMnO3–graphene composites are potential air electrodes catalysts.
Recently, a new photocatalyst of LaMnO3/graphene thin films with the perovskite-type was
synthesized by sol–gel process assisted with spin coating methods on glass substrates [44].
Results showed that after the introduction of graphene, the perovskite structure was un‐
changed and the size of LaMnO3 particles was about 22 nm, with uniform growth in graphene
sheet. Determination of contact angle indicated that the contact angle of glass substrate
decreased and the hydrophilicity improved after treating with H2SO4 and APTES. The UV-vis
photocatalytic activity of the photocatalysts was evaluated by the degradation of diamine
Figure 10. Proposed mechanism for photocatalytic degradation of diamine green B over graphene-based perovskite
photocatalysts under light irradiation.
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green B. LaMnO3/graphene thin films had better photocatalytic ability than LaMnO3 and
TiO2 films.
4. Preparation and self-assembly of supramolecular gels based on some
functionalized imide amphiphiles/ binary mixtures
In recent years, supramolecular gels, which show different organized three-dimensional
aggregates with micrometer-scale/nanometer-scale lengths and diameters immobilizing the
flow of liquids (water or organic solvents), have been well known for wide applications on
Figure 11. FESEM images of (a) graphene; (b, c, d) FE-SEM, (e) EDS, (f) HRTEM of La0.6Ca0.4MnO3–graphene compo‐
site.
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drug delivery, functionalized materials, agents, and sensors as well as water purification [45–
48]. The driving forces responsible for gel formations are mainly different noncovalent
interactions, such as van der Waals forces, hydrogen bonding, dipole–dipole interaction, π–
π stacking, and host–guest interaction [49–51]. On the other hand, gels are early investigated
in macromolecular/polymer cases, but there has recently been an increasing attention in low
molecular mass organic gelators (LMOGs) [52–54]. Such kind of organogels have some
advantages over previous polymer-based gels: the molecular structure of the gelator is defined,
and the gel process is usually reversible. Such properties can allow to design and prepare
various functionalized gel systems and produce more complicated and controllable nanocom‐
posites and/or nanostructures [55–57]. In this part, we have demonstrated some examples of
such systems including supramolecular gels based on some functionalized imide amphiphiles
or binary mixtures. The gelation properties of these organogels will be discussed to attempt
to understand the stacking mechanism and assembly modes and thereby try to control
multidirectional self-assembly in some content. The objective is to give some insight to design
and character new versatile organogelators and soft materials with special molecular struc‐
tures.
Firstly, two new cholesterol imide derivatives with azobenzene substituent groups have been
synthesized. The difference in the headgroups of azobenzene segment can produce a dramatic
change in the gelation behavior [58]. Upon UV irradiation on the as-formed gel, trans–cis
photoisomerization of the azobenzene functionalized groups occurs, and the shift in molecular
polarity leads to the collapsed breaking of van der Waals forces, resulting in the gel–sol
transition. In addition, the formed gel can also be recovered by the reverse cis–trans photoiso‐
merization after exposure to visible light, as shown in Figure 12. Morphological and spectral
results indicate that the gelator molecules self-assemble into one-dimensional belts with
diameters 50–80 nm, which further self-assemble to form regular nanobelts. The obtained
experimental data give useful information for the development of new functionalized low
molecular mass organogelators and nanomaterials.
In addition, new bolaform and trigonal cholesteryl amide derivatives with different aromatic
spacers were designed and prepared [59]. The gelation behaviors of two cholesteryl derivatives
with aromatic spacers in various organic solvents can be regulated by changing spacer size
and molecular shapes, as shown in Figure 13. While the trigonal compound gels 3 of the 20
solvents investigated at a concentration more than 3.0%, the bolaform amide compound gels
2 of the solvents tested at a concentration more than 2.0%, respectively. In addition, morpho‐
logical observations indicate that the size of the spacers and the identity of the solvents are the
main factors affecting the organized stacking of the aggregates in the as-formed gels. After
experimental investigation, a clear process about spacer effect on the organized nanostructures
of the gels was proposed.
In another study, some new glutamic acid diethyl ester imide derivatives with different alkyl
substituent chains were designed and synthesized [60]. The results indicated that the length
of alkyl substituent chains linked to benzene ring in gelator compounds played an important
role in the gelation performance of all compounds in various organic solvents. Longer alkyl
chains in molecular skeletons in the present as-formed gelators are favorable for the gelation
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of organic solvents. SEM and AFM investigation demonstrated that the gelator molecules self-
assemble into different aggregates from wrinkle, lamella, belt, to fiber with change of solvents.
In addition, the xerogels in nitrobenzene of all compounds were characterized by AFM, as
shown in Figure 14. From the pictures, it is wealthy to note that these big belt or lamella
aggregates contained many little domains by stacking of the present imide compounds.
Spectral studies indicated that there existed different H-bond formations and hydrophobic
forces, depending on the alkyl substituent chains in molecular skeletons.
In addition, four azobenzene imide derivatives with different substituent groups were
designed and synthesized. Their gelation behaviors in 21 solvents were tested as novel low-
molecular-mass organic gelators [61]. It was shown that the substituent groups in azobenzene
residue and benzoic acid derivatives can have a profound effect upon the gelation abilities of
Figure 12. Photographs of Ch-azo (1.5% w/v, 0.1 cm path length) in hot DMF solution (a), formed gel in room tempera‐
ture (b), after UV irradiation for 170 min (c), and subsequent visible irradiation for 40 min (d).
Figure 13. A possible aggregation mode of Ch-p-ben gel in aniline.
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these studied compounds. The results indicated that more alkyl chains in compound skeletons
in the present used gelators are favorable for the gelation of organic solvents. Morphological
investigations suggested that the gelator molecules self-assemble into different shapes of
aggregates, from wrinkle, lamella, and belt to fiber with the change of solvents, as shown in
Figure 15. The present work may give some insight to the design and character of new
organogelators and soft materials with special molecular structures.
It is well known that luminol is regarded as a famous and efficient case in electrochemilumi‐
nescence (ECL) investigations for the detection of hydrogen peroxide. In our previous reports,
some novel luminol imide compounds with various substituent alkyl chains were designed
and prepared. Their gelation performances in 26 solvents were measured as new low molecular
mass organic gelators [62]. The experimental data indicated that the length and substituent
number of alkyl chains connected with benzene ring in gelator skeletons played an important
role in the gelation formation of all imide derivatives in different organic solvents. Longer alkyl
chains in molecular structures in used gelator compounds are favorable for the gelation of
present organic solvents. Morphological investigations suggested that the gelator molecules
self-assemble into various micro/nanoscale aggregates from dot, flower, belt, rod, and lamella
to wrinkle with solvents change, as shown in Figure 16. Considering the XRD results described
above and the hydrogen bonding nature of the orderly aggregation of these imide compounds
as confirmed by FT-IR, a possible assembly mode of TC18-Lu organogels was proposed. Now
the ECL properties generated by the present xerogels of these luminol derivatives in the
presence of hydrogen peroxide are under investigation to display the relationship between the
molecular structures, as-formed nanostructures, and ECL sensors.
In addition, some functional cholesteryl compounds with various spacers were chosen and
prepared. Their gelation performances in 23 solvents were tested, and some of them were
investigated to be low molecular mass organic gelators [63]. The obtained data suggested that
these as-prepared organogels can be changed by regulating the flexible/rigid parts in spacers
and organic solvents. Suitable joint of flexible/rigid parts in molecular spacers in the used
cholesteryl compounds is favorable for the gelation of organic solvents. To obtain a visual
Figure 14. AFM images of xerogels from GC16 (a), GC14 (b), and GC12 (c) gels in nitrobenzene, respectively.
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insight into the prepared gel nanostructures, the typical nanostructures of these gels were
investigated by SEM technique, as shown in Figure 17. Considering the obtained results and
the interaction nature about organized stacking in prepared organogels, some reasonable
stacking modes in the formed gelators were proposed. As for CH-C1 xerogel from 1,4-dioxane,
due to the flexibility of ether band in the molecular structures and various intermolecular forces
with solvents, after the oriented hydrogen bonding and organized stacking in different
solvents, various stacking units with various lengths were gained. As for CH-C3 with an
additional diphenyl part connected with ether band in the spacer segment, the joint of a flexible
ether band and a rigid diphenyl part in the molecular spacer with π–π stacking seemed more
suitable to regulate molecular conformation to self-assemble and form organized self-assembly
nanostructures. On the other hand, for the case of CH-C4 with a five-carbon alkyl substituent
chain connected with phenoxy ether band in the molecular spacer, due to the addition of a
flexible alkyl segment and a weak hydrophobic force between alkyl chains, it can also self-
assemble to fabricate some belt-like domains. Moreover, for CH-C2 and CH-N1, the inefficient
or poor gelation behaviors in used solvents may be mainly attributed to the too rigid or too
flexible spacers in molecular skeletons, which cannot cause enough intermolecular forces to
Figure 15. SEM images of xerogels. SC16-Azo gels ((a) benzene, (b) pyridine, and (c) DMF) and SC16-Azo-Me gels ((d)
tetrachloromethane, (e) benzene, (f) nitrobenzene, (g) aniline, (h) DMF, and (i) 1,4-dioxane).
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make the molecules align and self-assemble in an organized way to form various nanostruc‐
tures. Now, the drug release behaviors generated by the present xerogels in the mixture of
Congo red are under investigation to display the relationship between the molecular structures
of as-formed nanostructures and their properties.
Moreover, another bolaform cholesteryl imide derivative with conjugated aromatic spacer was
designed and prepared. The gelation performances in 23 solvents were tested as efficient low-
molecular-mass organic gelator [64]. The obtained data demonstrated that the morphologies
and assembly modes of as-prepared organogels can be changed by regulating different kinds
of organic solvents. Considering the described experimental results, some possible assembly
mechanisms about the gelators were proposed and schematically shown in Figure 18. As for
CH-PY xerogel from n-butyl acrylate, due to the rigidity of conjugated spacer in molecular
structure and different intermolecular forces with solvents, after oriented hydrogen bonding
and orderly π–π stacking, CH-PY molecules have a tendency to self-assemble in stretched
mode. As for CH-PY xerogels from used other solvents, such as n-pentanol and cyclopenta‐
none, in comparison with π–π stacking, the intermolecular forces with solvents seemed more
obvious to adjust molecular conformation to self-assemble and form different twisted stacking
nanostructures.
Figure 16. SEM and AFM images of xerogels. (a) TC18-Lu, (b,d) TC16-Lu, and (c) TC14-Lu in DMF gels.
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In another research work, the gelation behaviors of binary organogels composed of azobenzene
amino derivatives and alkyloxybenzoic acids with different lengths of alkyl chains in various
organic solvents were investigated and characterized [65]. The corresponding gelation
performances in 20 solvents were characterized and shown as novel binary organic systems.
It indicated that the lengths of substituent alkyl chains in compounds have played an important
role in the gelation formation of gelator mixtures in present tested organic solvents. Longer
methylene chains in molecular skeletons in these gelators seem more suitable for the gelation
of present solvents. Morphological characterization showed that these gelator compounds
have the tendency to self-assemble into various aggregates from lamella, wrinkle, and belt to
dot with change of solvents and gelator mixtures, as shown in Figure 19. Meanwhile, these
organogels can self-assemble to form monomolecular or multilayer nanostructures owing to
the different lengths of alkyl substituent chains. Possible assembly modes for present xerogels
were proposed. The present investigation is perspective to provide new clues for the design
of new nanomaterials and functional textile materials with special microstructures.
In another continuous work, the gelation behaviors of binary organogels composed of
azobenzene amino derivatives and fatty acids with different alkyl chains in various organic
Figure 17. SEM images of xerogels. CH-C1 gels ((a) isooctanol, (b) n-hexane, (c) 1,4-dioxane, (d) nitrobenzene, (e) ani‐
line), CH-C3 gels ((f) cyclohexanone, (g) 1,4-dioxane, (h) nitrobenzene, (i) ethyl acetate, (j) petroleum ether, (k) DMF),
CH-C4 gels ((l) nitrobenzene, (m) aniline, (n) n-butyl acrylate, (o) DMF), and CH-N1 gels ((p) pyridine).
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solvents were designed and investigated [66]. The experimental results indicated that their
gelation behaviors solvents can be regulated by changing the length of alkyl substituent chains
and azobenzene segment. Longer alkyl chains in molecular skeletons in present gelators are
favorable for the gelation of organic solvents. For the mixtures containing 4-aminoazobenzene,
only C12-Azo cannot form any organogel in present solvents. While for the mixtures contain‐
ing 2-aminoazotoluene, only C18-Azo-Me and C16-Azo-Me can form gel in ethanolamine,
respectively. The prepared nanostructured materials have wide perspectives and many
potential applications in nanoscience and material fields due to their scientific values.
Figure 18. Rational assembly modes of CH-PY organogels in stretched stacking (a, 3.5 nm) and twisted stacking (b,
2.73 and 2.38 nm), respectively.
Figure 19. SEM images of xerogels. C16-Azo (a, b, c, d, e, and f) and C16-Azo-Me (g, h, i, j, k, and l) in toluene, nitro‐
benzene, ethanolamine, n-butyl acrylate, chloroform, and benzene, respectively.
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Figure 20. Two possible assembly modes for Glu-C18 organogels in different solvents.
In addition, the gelation behaviors of binary fatty acids with different length of alkyl chains
and glutamic acid amino derivative in various organic solvents were designed and investi‐
gated [67]. The obtained data showed that the length of substituent chains has played an
important role in the gelation properties of all gelator systems in different organic solvents.
Longer alkyl chains in molecular structures in used gelator compounds are favorable for the
gelation preparation of organic solvents. Considering the XRD results described and the
hydrogen bonding interaction of these binary mixtures as confirmed by FT-IR measurements,
two possible assembly modes of Glu-C18 were proposed and schematically shown in Figure
20. As for xerogels of Glu-C18 in different kinds of solvents (for example, toluene, isopropanol,
n-butanol, and ethanolamine), the alkyl chains in neighboring molecules or stacking units will
be able to penetrate easily into the empty room between the alkyl chains in another self-
assembly unit. Under such self-assembly mode, the layer distance will increase to about 3.2
nm. For the xerogels of Glu-C18 in two other solvents, due to the chains parallel to the layer
surface, the repeating stacking unit with length of about 2 nm was gained.
Moreover, some binary organogels based on glutamic acid derivatives and acids with different
molecular skeletons were designed and prepared [68]. Their gelation behaviors in single or
mixed solvents were tested as novel low molecular mass organic gelators. The experimental
data showed that the solvents and molecular skeletons played a crucial role in regulating the
gelation behaviors and fabrication of nanostructures. Suitable single solvents or volume ratios
in ethanol/water mixed solvents seemed more favorable for the formation of supramolecular
gels due to cooperation of multi-intermolecular weak forces, as shown in Figure 21. Rational
assembly modes in organogels were proposed and discussed. In these gels systems, the strong
π–π stacking of benzene ring and symmetrical assembly modes in molecular skeletons seemed
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to have played an important role in regulating the intermolecular hydrogen bonding and
orderly stacking in single/mixed solvents. In addition, the differences of gelation solvents can
be mainly attributed to the variable molecular skeletons and assembly modes, which induced
different types of intermolecular forces, such as π–πstacking in present cases.
Figure 21. Photographs of GC2 organogels from ethanol/water mixed solvent with the volume ratios of 5:1, 2:1, 1:1, 1:2,
1:5, and 1:10 (a, b, c, d, e, f, respectively).
Figure 22. A reasonable self-assembly mode for S-TriC18 organogels.
In our recent study, the gelation behaviors of binary organogels composed of aminobenzimi‐
dazole/benzothiazole derivatives and benzoic acid with single/multi-alkyl substituent chain
in various organic solvents were designed and investigated [69]. The experimental results
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indicated that their gelation behaviors can be regulated by changing the number and length
of alkyl substituent chains and benzimidazole/benzothiazole segment. The numbers of alkyl
substituent chains linked to benzene rings in these acid derivatives have a profound effect
upon the gelation abilities of these studied gelator mixtures. More alkyl chains in molecular
skeletons in present gelators are favorable for the gelation of organic solvents. The length of
alkyl substituent chains has also played an important role in changing the gelation behaviors
and assembly states. Considering the obtained results and the interaction nature of the
organized packing in prepared gelator system, a possible self-assembly mechanism of S-TriC18
was proposed and schematically shown in Figure 22. As for xerogels of S-TriC18, due to the S
element position in benzothiazole ring, after the intermolecular hydrogen bonding and orderly
stacking, the repeating unit with length of about 2 nm was obtained.
In another compared research work, some new benzimidazole/benzothiazole imide deriva‐
tives with different alkyl substituent chains were designed and synthesized. The experimental
data demonstrated that the substituent alkyl chains and headgroups of benzimidazole/
benzothiazole segments in gelators played an important role in the gelation properties of all
derivative system in different organic solvents [70]. More alkyl chains in molecular structures
in used gelator compounds are favorable for the gelation of used organic solvents. Morpho‐
logical investigations indicated that the gelator molecules self-assemble into different aggre‐
gates domains from wrinkle, lamella, and belt to dot with solvent change. Spectral research
suggested that there existed various H-bond between functional imide headgroups and
hydrophobic force of substituent alkyl chains in molecular structures and skeletons. The
present obtained results may provide new insights into preparing novel gelator systems and
soft materials with special functions.
In another research system, we have investigated the preparation of organogels by self-
assembly of cationic amphiphile-based GO composites [71]. Their gelation properties in
different organic solvents can be changed by regulating functionalized headgroups in
amphiphile compounds. Ammonium headgroup of molecular structures in the composites is
more favorable for the gelation formation of different organic solvents in comparison with
pyridinium headgroup. Headgroup effects of amphiphiles have been demonstrated to be an
efficient means to manipulate the self-assembly of GO-based composites. Diversity of inter‐
molecular packing between composites and solvents is presumably responsible for the
presence of various nanostructures. Considering the obtained results data and the organized
stacking modes in the prepared organogels, some reasonable self-assembly modes in cationic
amphiphile–graphene oxide gels are proposed and schematically shown in Figure 23. As for
CTAB-GO gel, due to the van der Waals force and flexibility of substituent chains in the
molecular structures as well as the strong electrostatic force of ammonium headgroups with
oxygen-containing functional groups at GO surface, after combination with GO, organized
stacking units are gained in different solvents. As for C16Py-GO and BPy-GO nanocomposites
with additional functionalized pyridinium headgroups, the π–π stacking between carbon net
in GO plane and pyridine ring suggest being competitive with the electrostatic interaction and
van der Waals force. So the self-assembly stacking units in nanostructures between amphiphile
compounds and GO in present two systems are not organized sufficiently in comparison with
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that of CTAB-GO gel due to the joint of many kinds of forces. Therefore, the present research
work might renew interest and provide useful exploration in the design of self-assembled GO
composites and soft matters in the future.
In addition, we have also demonstrated the formation of organogels by self-assembly of
cationic gemini amphiphile–GO composites [72]. Their gelation behaviors in various organic
Figure 23. Scheme of different assembly modes in cationic amphiphiles–graphene oxide gels. CTAB-GO (a), C16Py-GO
(b), and BPy-GO (c).
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solvents can be regulated by changing symmetry in skeletons of amphiphiles. The substituent
groups or symmetry in molecular skeletons can regulate the stacking and self-assembled
nanostructures upon distinct intermolecular forces. Longer alkyl chains and symmetric
structures in molecular skeletons helped to increase hydrophobic force and flexibility in self-
assembly process. Diversity of intermolecular packing between composites and solvents is
presumably responsible for the presence of various nanostructures, as shown in Figure 24. It
is clearly investigated that the nanostructures of the as-formed xerogels of all composites in
various solvents are significantly different from each other, and the morphologies and
nanostructures of the self-assembled aggregates change from wrinkle and lamella to belt with
the change of solvents. The difference of morphologies can be mainly attributed to the different
stacking mechanisms and self-assembly modes upon interactive forces between gelators and
solvent molecules. A possible mechanism for symmetry effects on self-assembly and as-
prepared nanostructures is proposed. It is believed that the present amphiphile-GO self-
assembled system will provide an alternative exploration for the design of new GO composite
nanomaterials and soft matters.
5. Conclusion and perspectives
We are working on the design, preparation, and self-assembly of functionalized nanocom‐
posites and nanomaterials. In this chapter, various kinds of nanocomposites including gold
Figure 24. SEM images of xerogels. GO powder (a), C18-6-6/GO gels ((b) DMF), C18-6-12/GO gels ((c) DMF, (d) ben‐
zene, (e) toluene, (f) 1,4-dioxane, and (g) THF), and C18-6-18/GO gels ((h) cyclohexanone, (i) THF, and (j) pyridine).
Typical EDXS (l) of xerogels originate from C18-6-6/GO gels in DMF (k). The Cu and Au peaks originate from the sub‐
strate of copper foil and the coated gold nanoparticles.
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nanoparticles, inorganic–organic hybrid composites, graphene oxide nanocomposites, and
supramolecular gels  via functionalized imide amphiphiles/binary mixtures have all  been
investigated  and  analyzed.  The  above  work  may  give  the  potential  perspective  for  the
design and fabrication of nanomaterials and composites. In closing, new nanocomposites
and nanomaterials are emerging as sensitive study platforms based on unique optical and
electrical  properties.  In addition,  supramolecular self-assembly is  a key physical  chemis‐
try  subject  due  to  its  close  relationship  to  many fundamental  and application  scientific
questions like catalysis, chirality, electron and energy transfer, single molecule science, and
organic  electronics.  The results  mentioned here  only provide a  cursory browse of  some
progress. Future research on preparation of nanocomposites and nanomaterials will depend
on the less-expensive processes in order to produce low-cost nanomaterials and devices.
The development in this area has been fascinating. It can be predicted that as the growth
of  understandings  of  the  rules  in  the  nanoscale,  our  dream  to  prepare  functionalized
nanocomposites and nanomaterials with self-assembly and organized nanostructures could
be realized in future.
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